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The 7 Bullet-Proof
Business Blueprints
Hi there, my name is Aidan Booth, and I’d like to thank you for signing up to access
this report.
Here’s what Steven Clayton (my business partner) and I promise to deliver to you in
the coming pages:
1. Clearly understand the different business models available to you. We’ll
cut to the chase and provide a high level look at each one.
2. Know the pros and cons of each of the business models. Which are the
more predictable, which require the most capital, which require the least, the
time requirements for each model, and much more.
3. A look at our updated ‘Opportunity Matrix’, where we pit the different
systems against one another on an easy-to-read chart.
4. See real examples of websites and products that have made thousands of
dollars online.
5. How and where to get help to streamline building your online business, so
you can avoid making costly mistakes along the way.
Firstly though, I think it’s important you know who’s talking to you, so here’s some
quick background information...

My First Online Income (in 2005)
My first online business wasn’t very sexy at all… but it paid a few of the bills, and
gave me a sniff at what was possible.
Before I get into what I was selling, let me give you some context about my life at
the time… I was a university student in New Zealand, living in this house:
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My car was red, but it sure as hell wasn’t very fast…

This old Ford Laser barely got me from A to B, but I wasn’t complaining, I knew that
one day I’d be able to buy the car I actually wanted, all I had to do was find a way to
make money ‘on the side’.
So I dived head first into my very first online venture, selling SD cards (for digital
cameras) on New Zealand’s equivalent of eBay.com (called TradeMe.com):
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I’d buy these things for about €16 (€5.99 + €10 shipping) from someone in Hong
Kong (on eBay.com), which is about $20, and I’d then resell them for about $35,
meaning I’d profit about $15 each time I made a sale (like I said… nothing too
exciting about my first online venture!)

The sales started rolling in, and pretty soon I was profiting between $100 - $300
extra each week.
Being a cash-strapped student at the time, this was actually a pretty big deal, and it
sure beat pumping gas or delivering pizza (my previous two part-time jobs).
While the SD cards paid a few of the bills, I soon realized it wasn’t a very scalable
business model; it’s be tough to take it to several thousand dollars per week.
It also required a fair bit of my own time, trips to the post office to send these things
out, so it certainly wasn’t ‘passive income’, I actually had to be very involved every
single day.
So I decided I’d start selling flowers…
I had no business plan at all, I just kinda figured that if I could get a website up, I’d
find a way to make some money from it.

WRONG!
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Here’s what the website looked like:

Pretty terrible… quite embarrassing really, but I was willing to try anything.
I set myself up as an affiliate (we’ll discuss the RIGHT way to do affiliate marketing
later in this document) on Commission Junction (www.cj.com), and was ready to sell
to anyone, anywhere in the world. The problem was, no-one came to my website…
and if they had come, I doubt they’d have had enough confidence in it to buy
anything!
Another 6 months or so went by, I finished university and was living in Argentina
(my girlfriend at the time, now my wife, is from Buenos Aires. We met while doing a
ski season in the USA in 2003).
Being in Argentina, the obvious next website to build was a Tango directory, where
visitors to Buenos Aires could find out about the best Tango schools, best Tango
shows, and best Tango restaurants.
Here’s what it looked like:
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I’d upped my game, and although this website looks prehistoric today, by 2006
standards it wasn’t half bad!
The most important thing though was that it made me money.
The model was simple, tango schools and tango themed restaurants in Buenos Aires
would pay to be listed on the website. Most paid in cash, a few paid me with free
steak meals (I didn’t complain, it was better than nothing, and I needed to eat)…
Finally I was making some money, and I had a better grasp on providing a solution to
visitors, and the importance of identifying a tapping into a traffic stream.
For the next year or so, I played around with my Tango website, but also started to
dabble more in affiliate marketing, and learned a LOT about search engine
optimization, and Google Adwords (paid ads on Google).
My biggest breakthrough came in October 2008.
I joined a program called Online Marketing Classroom (aka OMC), which happened
to be run by Steven Clayton.
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OMC gave me plans and tools to tie all the loose ends together, and very quickly my
business began to explode. Through my success, I became friends with Steve, and a
few years later we became partners.
For over a decade OMC has been helping entrepreneurs build life changing online
businesses. To find out more about OMC, and how it can provide you with a shortcut
to growing your online business, go here:
http://onlinemarketingclassroom.com/inner-circle
Returning to the back-story, fast-forward to today, and our business looks like this:
 We have 7 core businesses; each stands on its own two feet, and is treated
like a different business (with different legal entities, with monthly P&L
reports, cashflow statements, teams, etc.)
 We have an amazing team of over 50 skilled people, spread across 5
continents. What this means is that we get 2,000+ hours of productive work
done EVERY week, regardless of whether Steve or I actually work ourselves.
 Offices in Chicago, Buenos Aires, Pakistan (in Lahore and another in Sialkot),
and China (Guangzhou). The rest of our team members in other places work
remotely.
Our 7 core businesses span a number of different business models, including:






Selling our own brands on and off of Amazon
Selling other people’s brands on and off of Amazon
Drop-shipping directly from China
Selling digital and physical products using affiliate marketing
A physical logistics and prep center in the USA
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 Software as a service
 Consulting
 And of course information products, such as Online Marketing Classroom
In addition to these, we’ve got a few “hobby” or “experimental” income streams as
well, using the likes of Kindle, Udemy, and Adsense, amongst others.
What all this means is that we’re well versed in what works online.
We’ve failed far more times than we’ve succeeded over the years, and we’ve learned
an enormous amount from those experiences.
Having helped tens of thousands of people through our group online training
programs, and personally helped hundreds of them through one-on-one coaching,
we’ve also got a very unique vantage point into what works best for other people.
The seven business models we’ll discuss in the coming pages are what work best for
people looking to get started and build a $100,000 per year income stream that can
be run remotely from anywhere on the planet.
There are other models, but if we don’t mention them here, it’s because we don’t
recommend them to someone who’s getting started or not yet earning at least
$500,000 per year from their online business. Up until you’re earning $500,000 per
year, the models we’ll discuss in this guide are hands-down the best options.
I hope you’re excited, because a lucrative online business that provides you with a
steady and reliable income stream could be just a few weeks away!
Let’s now dive straight into the 7 online business blueprints!!!
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The Bullet-Proof Blueprints
You’ll hear internet marketers huffing and puffing about all kinds of special ways to
make money online, but when push comes to shove, there are really only a handful
of reliable ways to earn passive income online.
Based on our experience, the seven methods we’re about to highlight are the
EASIEST ways to start building your own passive income stream from an online
business.
We’ll highlight each of the seven methods now, and then dive down into a little
more detail (with pros and cons, expectations etc.) in the next section.

1. Affiliate Marketing
This method is where you’re selling other people’s products and earning a
commission for each sale you make. One of the best ways to leverage affiliate
marketing is by recommending other people’s products using blogs or “authority
sites” (and YES… this method STILL works very well!).
Often these types of websites are very specific to one particular niche or topic, for
example, a website about ‘dog training’ that recommends dog related products.

2. Selling Your Own Branded Products on Amazon.com
Here you’re developing a physical product under your own brand name. The most
common and simple sales channel is Amazon.com, however as part of a growth
plan, most people expand to sell on their own branded website as well.
A few simple products can bring in hundreds of thousands of dollars in profit each
year.

3. Selling Other Peoples Products on Amazon.com
Similar to #2, only that instead of creating your own branded products, you sell
other people’s products.
We do this through leveraging USA distributors, buying in small quantities, and
sending inventory in to Amazon for fulfillment.

4. Drop-Shipping Physical Products
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Here we set up a web-store (your own website, as opposed to Amazon), drive traffic
to the store (often from Facebook), and sell items that we source from
AliExpress.com, or other companies that are willing to drop-ship products for us.
Unlike in #2 and #3, no inventory is purchased prior to making the sale, in other
words, you only buy inventory once someone has placed an order.

5. Info Products (with Kindle as a ‘side-track’)
By ‘info product’ we mean a PDF, video content, audio files, or any digitally
delivered content. Info products can be made for almost any niche, examples
include:








A dog training manual
A hypnosis self help guide
A beer brewing training manual
A search engine optimization course for local businesses
A video course teaching how to use a DSLR camera
A recipe book
And everything in between 

Info-products typically require more time investment up front than some of the
other models. We consider Kindle as potentially a fringe info-product, but in our
company Kindle falls more into hobby/experimental category.

6. SAAS (Software As A Service)
Software is the sixth model we’ll discuss in detail in this guide. Software can be
incredibly lucrative and very hands-off, but is also more costly to develop, both in
terms of time required to get something to market, and money for expert
programming.

7. SEM (Search Engine Marketing)
SEM is the seventh and final model we’ll discuss in this report. SEM Consulting is
where you provide web services (mainly related to marketing) to local businesses
(normally in region where you live).
The SEM business model is a GREAT way to quickly build a real business that could
be operating at a ‘run rate’ of $100k/year within just a couple of months.
Let’s dive deeper and look at more details…
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System #1: Affiliate Marketing
Here are the main steps to building an income using affiliate marketing as your
vehicle:
1. Identify a proven niche/topic
 Other people are successful selling in the niche
 Validate that competition isn’t too stiff
2. Identify products in that niche that are proven to sell well
 Make sure you can earn at least $15 commission per sale
3. Build a website specializing in the niche
 Buy a “.com” domain name
4. Drive traffic (visitors) to your website
 Leverage free “evergreen” traffic sources as well as targeted paid
traffic (optional) from Facebook
5. Use your website traffic to build a list of email subscribers
 Get started with Aweber (Mail Chimp is another option)
6. Earn a commission by recommending products to your subscribers
Here’s an example of an old affiliate website we set up years ago:

CDL Training Hub provides information to people who want to get their commercial
driver’s license. It’s monetized using affiliate links, and also Google Adsense.
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The things we love about Affiliate Marketing
 You can start selling and earning in the space of a few hours.
 Since you’re selling someone else’s product, you are free of responsibility (for
things like customer support) which makes it a very hands-off business
model.
 Affiliate websites are lucrative re-sellable assets.
 Once your website is set up, it truly is hands-off passive income (we have
websites that we haven’t touched for years, and they still bring in thousands
each and every month).

Considerations before diving in to Affiliate Marketing
 In our experience, it’s hard to earn more than $10,000/month from each
affiliate website. There seems to be some invisible earning ceiling somehow…
the good news is that you can mitigate this by launching more sites, and
there’s NO LIMIT to the number of times you can ‘rinse and repeat’ the
affiliate system.
 Not every affiliate site becomes a winner. If I launch five sites, I know that
four will probably work, and one may struggle to get momentum.
 If your site is simply a ‘middle man’ between a prospect (website visitor) and
the product, it’s often hard to offer unique value.
That sums up affiliate marketing in a nutshell, a system we love and something
that’s worked incredibly well for us over the years.
NOTE: Inside Online Marketing Classroom (our Inner Circle training membership
program), we have a comprehensive 72-page Affiliate Marketing Cashflow Cheatsheet
as well as exclusive research tools and website templates.
Let’s now take a closer look at system #2, selling your own branded products on
Amazon!
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System #2: Selling Your Own Branded Products on
Amazon.com
Selling your own branded products on Amazon is also commonly known as ‘Amazon
White Label’ or ‘Amazon Private Label’.
Here are the main steps to building an income using White Label eCommerce as
your vehicle:
1. Identify a product to sell
 Make sure there is proven demand (the Amazon BSR numbers can
verify the demand) and that competition isn’t too stiff.
2. Find a supplier/manufacturer for the product
 Use Alibaba.com
3. Negotiate the purchase of a “test batch” so you can test selling
 Order a single sample first, then negotiate the smallest batch you can
(ideally 50 – 100 products)
4. Send the product to the Amazon warehouses
5. List the product on Amazon
Here’s a more detailed step-by-step guide (see the link below for more info):
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You can see this 20-step guide in more detail here:
http://www.aidanbooth.com/selling-on-amazon/
TIP: There are a LOT of different posts on AidanBooth.com about selling physical
products on Amazon.com, and different sales tactics and strategies. Browse through
my blog content here:
http://www.aidanbooth.com/category/updates-from-aidan/

The things we love about White Label eCommerce
 Earning potential is enormous and can be grown relatively quickly. We’ve
seen businesses be taken to an income level of $200,000 profit within 12
months. This is hard to do with any of the other methods we’re discussing.
 You have the ability to offer REAL unique value, since you’re actually creating
a unique product (you can choose colors, features, etc.).
 You don’t need a website, since you can leverage Amazon.com (although a
website can help).
 Amazon gives you automatic credibility, and helps you to make more sales
more easily.
 Amazon handles all the product fulfillment and order processing. You don’t
need to worry about shipping or accepting payments.
 Right now is a golden time to jump on the Amazon bandwagon, every
product we’re launching makes money. As long as you choose your product
well, there’s not much chance that you’ll fail with this.
 The three forms of eCommerce (systems #2, #3, #4 in this report) FEEL more
like “real businesses” than the other methods we’ll discuss. You can explain to
people what you’re doing, and they kind-of understand you!

Considerations before diving in to White Label eCommerce
 It takes 2-3 months to actually launch a product, meaning you need to be
prepared to work hard upfront before seeing any income (delayed
gratification).
 Selling a White Label eCommerce business is more complicated than selling
an Affiliate site, dropship eCom store, or a Digital Product.
 You will need to buy inventory. Although this isn’t always super-expensive, it
can be limiting for some people (we’ve launched some products with budgets
of just a few hundred dollars).
 Since you’re selling on Amazon.com, Amazon calls the shots… so you’re
somewhat limited in what you can and can’t do, you need to play by the rules.
 You need to negotiate with suppliers initially.
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Here’s an example of a successful White Label product on Amazon:

This isn’t a product that we personally own, but it’s a good example that I’ve used in
the past. We know this product, the ‘Shacke Pak’, earns well, because it has a strong
Amazon Best Seller Rank (BSR).
You can check it out here: http://www.amazon.com/Shacke-Pak-PackingOrganizers-Laundry/dp/B00KKXCJQU/
For more information about this product, check out my blog post on
AidanBooth.com titled ‘Dissecting Successful Amazon Products’:
http://aidanbooth.com/dissecting-amazon-products/
That wraps up system #2, let’s now take a look at the other form of Amazon
eCommerce.
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System #3: Selling Other Peoples Products on Amazon.com
The alternative to selling your own branded product on Amazon is to sell an existing
brand using what we refer to as the ‘wholesale method’ (or 7-Figure Cycle method).
Unlike selling your own branded product, you’re selling products that ALREADY
EXIST on Amazon, they’re already branded, and you’re essentially ‘piggy-backing’
on an existing listing.
Here are the main steps to building an income using this system:
1. Find and open a wholesale account with a USA based distribution center
2. Cross-check all products in the distributors database to identify those that
have the best sales volume and margin
 We do this using in-house software called ‘Profit Hunter’ (part of our ‘7Figure Cycle’ training program)
3. Purchase the best products, add them to your Amazon account, and send
them in to Amazon warehouses to be fulfilled
 Similar to system #2, we recommend you use the ‘FBA’ program
(fulfilled by Amazon), so that Amazon takes care of all the post-sale
logistics for you.
Next, simply rinse and repeat 

The things we love about selling other people’s products on Amazon
 There’s very little up front capital required, you can get started for under
$100. You’re not buying products in bulk, in fact, you can get started by just
buying a handful (for example, 10 units) of a product.
 By virtue that you’re selling an existing brand, there’s no branding required.
Branding has its pros and cons, we’ll talk about what we like about branding
in a moment. Firstly though, if you’re selling an existing brand, you save a lot
of time and money by not needing to worry about tasks such as logo creation,
professional photos, verbiage, and much more.
 You’re selling a product that already exists on Amazon, a product that already
has rankings and traffic on Amazon… so the traffic ‘issue’ is completely
solved. Part of the due diligence process when selecting products to sell is to
ensure that it has existing sales volume, doing this means traffic is a complete
non-issue.
 There’s not a huge lead-time to get started. You don’t need to spend months
preparing anything or waiting for shipments to arrive. The products you’ll sell
are already in the USA (because you’re using USA distributors), so you’ll be
able to be up and running VERY quickly.
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 While you will have to keep an eye on your ‘seller feedback’ in Amazon,
there’s no customer support, because the products you’re selling are not
YOUR brand.

Considerations before diving in to selling other people’s products on Amazon
 The way to scale this business model is by selling more and more products,
NOT by scaling sales on individual products. So if you want to build a
$1,000,000 income stream, you’ll likely need upwards of 100 items on
Amazon (which is not an issue at all)
 You don’t own the brand. While you’re building a business that could be sold
quite easily, you’re not building your own brand.
 USA suppliers prefer to deal with USA companies, so you should set up a legal
USA business entity (this isn’t difficult, and there are lots of companies out
there who will do this for you for a low one-time payment)

Here’s an example of a successful product that people are selling using this
method:

In the image above, you’ll see it says there are “10 used & new offers”. What this
means is that this exact same product is being sold by 10 different sellers.
Clicking on that link takes us to a page that looks like this:
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If you were to sell this product, you’d appear on this list of other sellers.
That wraps up the second Amazon eCommerce model, let’s now take a look at an
eCommerce system that DOESN’T rely on Amazon.com.
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System #4: Drop-Shipping Physical Products
Drop-shipping is simply when you take orders for a product on your website (at the
retail price that you set), you then pay the manufacturer/distributor at wholesale
prices for the order, and they send the product to the customer. You don’t hold any
products or buy any inventory prior to making the sale.
Here are the main steps to building an income using this system:
1. Identify a product to sell
 Validate that there is demand and that you can make a decent profit
margin (and that the competition level isn’t too high)
2. Find a manufacturer/distributor who is willing to dropship for you. These days
you can dropship from anywhere in the world. Chinese manufacturers are
well versed in this business model, and AliExpress.com is a GREAT
marketplace to start with.
3. Set up an online store
 We recommend using Shopify or Wordpress for your store and
shopping cart (PayPal and Stripe are great payment gateways that
anyone can use)
4. Drive traffic to your store
 SEO and Facebook ads are the main traffic sources we leverage
5. Sell your product
6. Ask the manufacturer/distributor to send the product to the buyer

The things we love about dropship eCommerce
 Like with the other eCommerce models (systems #2 and #3 mentioned
above), you don’t really have a limit to your earning potential, we’ve had
individual stores that have pulled in $100k/month or more.
 Unlike when selling your own brand on Amazon, you won’t need to buy
inventory, so your setup costs are almost zero.
 eCommerce stores have much higher conversion rates than Affiliate sites and
profit margins are often higher as well.
 Every eCommerce store we launch makes money. These don’t really fail, the
real question is how much money will the bring you? Our benchmark is a
minimum of $2,000/month profit from each store.
 Dropship eCommerce stores are EASY to sell (it’s much more complicated
selling a While Label eCommerce business). In fact, we sold one of our stores
for over $150,000!

Considerations before diving in to dropship eCommerce
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 Although your supplier will ship for you, you still need to pass on the
information to them, so it’s not 100% hands-off… more like a 95% hands-off
income stream. There are special plugins and apps that can greatly facilitate
order fulfillment these days.
 AliExpress has MAJORLY changed this business model, making it easier than
ever to get started, and giving you an enormous marketplace to tap in to on
day 1.
 If you’re going to use paid Facebook ads, you’ll likely need to test 10-20
products before you find a winner. We test products with micro-budgets of
$10 or less for each product.

Here’s an example of a successful dropship eCommerce store:

This is a classic example of a traditional dropship eCommerce store. This store has
earned us hundreds of thousands of dollars over the past 7 or 8 years.
Check it out here: http://www.pbmissions.com
The stores we use to dropship direct from China look a little bit different to the one
shown above, here’s a screenshot of what they tend to look like:
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This is another website that has earned great money, mainly as a result of highly
targeted Facebook ads.
The beauty of these types of websites is that the earning potential is enormous, and
with good product selection and good ads, you can very quickly go from having a
brand new site, to earning THOUSANDS per day, just like Martin (one of our
students) has done, as shown in the image below:

NOTE: Inside Online Marketing Classroom we have a ’60 Day Challenge’ where we
walk you through building your own dropship income stream.
Let’s now take a closer look at system #5, Info Products!
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System #5: Info-Products
By ‘info products’ what we mean is creating an income by selling information online,
through the likes of training programs, eBooks, or any other kind of information
solution.
Here are the main steps to building an income using leveraging info product:
1. Identify a problem that the marketplace is facing
 For example, how to run a marathon
2. Create a solution (software, informational guide, service)
 For example, write a training guide specifically for people who want to
run a marathon
3. Create a sales page for your product
4. Drive traffic to your sales page

The things we love about Info Products
 Earning potential is massive.
 Depending on the way you approach this, it can be a completely passive
income stream (like Affiliate Marketing).
 Info products can normally be sold easily, so you’re developing a real sellable
asset.

Considerations before diving into Info Products
 Product creation can be time consuming and sometimes expensive (if you’re
outsourcing it).
 If your idea doesn’t work, you stand to have wasted a lot of time (and
potentially money). And not every idea will work.

The Clickbank.com marketplace is jam packed with examples of successful infoproducts, see for yourself at www.clickbank.com
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Inside Online Marketing Classroom we’ve got a 103-page guide walking through
how to create and sell info products. In addition to that, we’ve also got a 64-page
Udemy cashflow cheatsheet and a 59-page Kindle cashflow cheatsheet, both of
these are complimentary to the Info-Product model.
Find out more here: http://onlinemarketingclassroom.com/inner-circle
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System #6: Software as a Service (SAAS)
Software as a Service (SAAS) is where you develop and sell software.
Here are the main steps to building an income using the SAAS model:
1. Identify a problem that the marketplace is facing which can be solved using
software
 For example, how automate tracking and customer communication for
an Amazon white-label business
2. Create a solution (software, informational guide, service)
 For example, www.BlackBirdSuite.com (this is a SAAS product we
developed to solve the problem mentioned above, and many more)
3. Create a sales page for your product
4. Drive traffic to your sales page

The things we love about SAAS
 Earning potential is massive.
 Margins are normally very high, especially as you continue to scale (as many
of your fixed costs won’t increase).
 SAAS products are easy businesses to sell.

Considerations before diving into SAAS
 Unless you’re doing your own development, programming costs can be high.
We’ve poured over $300,000 into BlackBird since we started developing it a
few years ago. This isn’t really a representative example, but even a small
project could cost thousands to develop.
 You need to have a clear marketing plan in place, to be able to drive targeted
traffic into your offer.
Here’s a look at the BlackBird interface:
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BlackBird starts at $97/month, and as of mid-2018, has been included as a free perk
to Online Marketing Classroom members (included with the OMC membership).
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System #7: Search Engine Marketing (SEM)
The name ‘Search Engine Marketing’ doesn’t accurately reflect what an SEM
consulting business does these days, as the operations extend far beyond just the
search engines.
SEM businesses provide services to local businesses to basically manage all aspects
of their web presence. The image below explains the five main areas of focus for
SEM consulting practices:

Here are the main steps to building an income using the SEM model:
1. Decide on where your target market is (a city, town, or community). This will
drive many of your initial marketing activities
 For example, you might be focused on targeting businesses located in
the ‘Fort Myers’ area.
2. Create a website to overview what you provide
 For example, https://www.page1ranking.com/. This is the webpage for
an SEM business in Fort Myers, which is owned by one of our business
partners.
3. Figure out how you’ll provide the required services
 You can do them all yourself, or outsource them to a third party.
Neither option is overly difficult, but it does take time. Doing it
yourself is how we recommend you get started.
4. Drive local business owners to your website, get them to call you or submit
their information
 Google SEO is a great way to do this, after all, what better way to
show people you know what you’re talking about than to rank at the
top of Google when your prospect is searching for help!
 Radio and Newspaper ads are also a great source of leads
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 Geographically targeted Facebook and Google ads are another great
source of business

The things we love about SEM businesses
 It’s relatively easy to find customers, meaning you can start making money
very quickly (every local business needs this kind of help)
 You only need a handful of customers to generate $100k/year in sales
(customers pay you on a recurring basis to manage their web marketing
activities)

Considerations before diving into SEM
 SEM businesses don’t scale that well. It’d be difficult to make upwards of
$300,000/year from a local SEM business
 You (or someone) will need to meet customers from time to time, and to
pitch your services to them, this isn’t everyone’s cup of tea!
SEM is a business that can leverage templates. Website templates, radio ad
templates, newspaper templates, flyer templates, PowerPoint sales presentation
templates, amongst others.
As part of Online Marketing Classroom, we have a 109-page ‘cashflow cheatsheet’
all about building and running an SEM business, along with a range of other
templates and tools to help you hit the ground running.
Just like any of the business models discussed in this report, you CAN do it all
yourself, but the shortcut is to use pre-tested blueprints, like those found inside
Online Marketing Classroom.
Find out more about OMC here: http://onlinemarketingclassroom.com/inner-circle
That wraps up the 7 systems we use to make money online, but where should you
start?
Which one is right for you?
We can analyze the different models using the Opportunity Matrix, let’s take a
look…
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Where Should You Start?
Our ‘Opportunity Matrix’ should help you choose which model is best suited to you,
let’s take a look:

The earning potential on all 7 models is fantastic. There are two factors that seem to
dictate how people we’ve coached get started:
1. The first is Budget
2. The second is Time
If you’re on a shoestring budget and don’t have much time, then we recommend you
look at the options with the lowest Startup Cost (shown above), which are:
 Affiliate Marketing
 Amazon Wholesale
 SEM
Creating an Info Product can have a very low startup cost if you’re doing it all
yourself, if you’re hiring help however, it’ll be more expensive.
Similarly, Dropshipping can be cheap to start, but the great unknown is how many
ads you’ll need to run to ‘find your winner’, so this isn’t always the cheapest option.
The second main factor that we find impacts peoples decisions is time.
There are two different components to the ‘time factor’ to consider:
1. How long it’ll take you to see results and make money, in the matrix above we
call this ‘Startup Effort’
2. How much time you’ll need to run your business once established, we refer to
this as ‘Ongoing Maintenance’
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None of the business models have a ‘Low’ startup effort, they’ll all take a little time,
and a little effort to get things moving. Info Products and SAAS tend to be the
slowest to get going however.
In terms of Ongoing Maintenance required, SEM ranks as ‘high’ and Dropshipping as
‘moderate’, all the other models are relatively similar, especially if you hire help.
All the models have their pros and cons, and the ‘right’ option for you will depend on
your specific situation, what you like doing, what you don’t like doing, and what you
want to achieve from your business.

Can We Help You?
As I’ve mentioned several times throughout this report, we’ve been running a
successful online business for YEARS now, and have a lot of experience in all the
methods mentioned in this report.
We’d LOVE to help you by giving you more SPECIFIC and DETAILED information
about the methods mentioned in this report today. The best way to get more
information about everything I’ve spoken about here today, is by seriously
considering becoming a member of Online Marketing Classroom.
Furthermore, I’d LOVE to hear about you!
You can reach us here: support@blueprintcentral.com
I read EVERY SINGLE email and LOVE hearing from my subscribers (please note,
due to the huge number of emails I get on a daily basis, I can’t promise a fast reply,
but I CAN promise you that I’ll read it).
Thanks for reading, I hope you’ve found this useful and I wish you all the best with
your internet marketing businesses!
Aidan Booth (and Steven Clayton)
P.S. If we’re still not connected on Facebook, head over to my page and click the
‘LIKE’ button now!
Go here: http://www.facebook.com/aidanboothonline
By connecting with me on Facebook, you’ll be first to hear about cool new stuff I
find, and ALSO notified about fun prize giveaways I run from time to time 
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